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DISCOVER

2 BRAND NEW
STRETCH WORK JEANS

JEANS PLEASE!
Jeans. Not just in your pastime, but also at work, they remain the absolute
favourite of many people. And rightly so. Jeans are not only comfortable,
but also look great!
Still the jeans you wear in your pastime are not always up for the
challenges you meet in your workplace. Professional DASSY work jeans
however can make all the difference: their fabric is durable and reinforced
with Cordura®, especially in those places that are particularly susceptible
to wear out.
What is more, for extra comfort, both the new DASSY® Osaka and
DASSY® Melbourne contain a large portion of elastane. Thanks to that
extra stretch, these work jeans follow your every move. Don't hesitate:
choose the DASSY work jeans that suit you! With knee pockets? With
knee and holster pockets? And with a modern slim fit? There is a perfect
pair of DASSY work jeans for everyone!

DASSY®

Osaka
Melbourne

DASSY®

STRETCH JEANS
89,5% cotton / 10,5% elastane, 9,5 oz (± 320g/m²)

STRETCH JEANS WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS
89,5% cotton / 10,5% elastane, 9,5 oz (± 320g/m²)
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DASSY®

Sparta

1

CORDURA® HOLSTER POCKETS WITH TOOL LOOPS
Always have your tools at hand!
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SLIM FIT for an ultra-modern look. Highly comfortable
thanks to the extremely elastic denim!
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ADJUSTABLE CORDURA® STRETCH KNEE POCKETS
Certified in combination with the DASSY® Cratos knee pads
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LARGE HEM to easily extend your jeans and obtain 5 cm
extra (about 2”). Reinforced with Cordura®

1

Main fabric with
mechanical stretch

2

Ultra durable
Cordura® Stretch
knee pockets

3

4-way stretch Cordura®
inserts at the crotch,
back of the knees and
at the back below the
waistband

DASSY®

DYNAX
Work trousers with stretch and knee pockets
Dynamise your work with the DASSY® Dynax. The
modern and practical design guarantees freedom of
movement thanks to the triple stretch!
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EXPERIENCE THE
freedom of
MOVEMENT
with 3 x

4-way stretch
Cordura® inserts

Cordura® Stretch
knee pockets

DASSY®

FLUX

Work trousers with stretch, multi-pockets and knee pockets
The DASSY® Flux is the right choice for heavy duty work, thanks
to its durable fabric and Cordura® reinforcements. The mechanical
stretch main fabric is skillfully combined with 4-way stretch
Cordura® inserts, exactly where you need them.

4-way stretch
Cordura® inserts

DASSY®

HELIX

All DASSY® work trousers are available in the sizes UK
28-52 and in 3 different inside leg lengths: ‘standard’
(81-86cm), ‘minus’ (75-80cm) and ‘plus’ (87-92cm).

Work trousers with stretch
Experience the comfort of these light work trousers without having
to compromise on functionality, thanks to the practical and wellpositioned pockets. Due to the extra stretch, these trousers are
close-fitting and in combination with integrated back pockets, they
guarantee a modern, clean look.
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The DASSY test team is a group of professionals that tests the DASSY workwear on the job, exactly where it matters most. Result: workwear tested by a pro!

MEET TEST TEAM MEMBER BRECHT
Thatcher | Official DASSY test team member | Hobby: clarinettist | Favourite DASSY workwear: DASSY® Indy

From father to son

Have a say (and get free clothes)

It’s safe to say that Brecht was destined to become a roof thatcher.
For generations, the craft of thatching was handed down from father
to son in his family. "As far as we were able to retrieve it in our genealogy, men in our family have always been thatchers" he states
proudly. "And we really traced generations back in our ancestry", he
emphasizes. Straw was laid until the 1950s, then it changed to reed.

Why Brecht loves to be a DASSY test team member? “You get free
clothes”, he jokes. “But it also means the world to me that at DASSY,
they really listen.” When Brecht was testing one of the earliest prototypes of the DASSY® Dynax, he noticed that the knee pockets were
not perfectly positioned. “I gave my feedback and the DASSY R&D
team got to work. The position was modified and I got an adjusted
pair to test. I immediately noticed a vast improvement. It’s much better now!” Brecht concludes.

“But my parents have never pushed me to join the family business.
They didn’t have to either. I always knew what I wanted to be when
I grew up: a thatcher. To me, it’s the best profession in the whole
wide world: You’re always outside, the work is really rewarding and I
simply love the result. But a reed roof does not only look good, it has
many other advantages too. For instance, it’s durable, environmentally-friendly and has excellent insulation qualities.”

Long live sturdiness!
“As a roofer we are always working outside. Therefore, our work outfit
must be weatherproof and resilient, " Brecht explains. It goes without
saying that excellent knee protection is crucial, especially when you
see a thatcher at work since they kneel almost the entire day on the
reeds. “The great thing about the new DASSY® Dynax work trousers
with knee pockets is that it combines the durability of Cordura® with
the flexibility of stretch. They are very comfortable to move in and
don't tear at the crotch!”
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NEXT GENERATION?
To conclude the interview, we inquired about the future of the family
business. "I have 2 sons," says Brecht. “Will one of them, or both, be
sold on thatching as well? We will have to wait and see!"

DASSY®

NEXUS

“At DASSY,
they really listen.
That means the
world to me”

DASSY®

DYNAX

DASSY®

NOX S3

shirts
with style

traxion

NEXUS

DASSY®

T-shirt (XS – 4XL)
92% cotton / 8% elastane, ± 190 g/m²

DASSY®

Polo shirt (XS – 4XL)
97% cotton / 3% elastane, ± 220 g/m²

Polo shirt (XS – 4XL)
100% polyester, ± 215 g/m²
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kinetic

DASSY®

DASSY®

orbital

T-shirt (XS – 4XL)
100% polyester, ± 140g/m²

Comfortable, breathable and easycare shirts. Available in no less than 8
different colour combinations.

Quick drying and antibacterial shirts with UV
sun protection. Mesh ventilation to keep you
cool, dry and comfortable.

Underarm
mesh ventilation

UV sun protection
(UPF 50+)

Antibacterial fabric
neutralises
unpleasant odours

Quick dry fabric

DASSY®

nexus
T-shirt
This light and stretchy T-shirt is your perfect partner when the weather gets hot: underarm mesh
ventilation and breathable fabric to keep you cool, dry and comfortable. Antibacterial properties to
neutralise unpleasant odours and UV sun protection to block harmful UV rays. To top it all off, reflective
logo prints add a nice extra touch to the modern design of the DASSY® Nexus!
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it’s
IN THE
POCKET

WORK SHORTS WITH STRETCH

DASSY®

COSMIC

DASSY®

BIONIC

DASSY®

axis

WORK SHORTS WITH MULTI-POCKETS

YOUR TOOLS ALWAYS AT HAND

WORK SHORTS

Choose the work shorts that are perfect for you: with or without stretch?
A clean look with just the pockets you need? Or do you prefer multi
pockets to stow away your tools. The DASSY® Trix has the perfect
spot for all of them: from the smallest nails and bits to your ruler, utility
knife holder and screwdriver!
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DASSY®

TRIX
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Work shorts with stretch and multi-pockets
All DASSY® work shorts are available in the sizes UK 28-52
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MIX&MATCH
Combine like a pro! Thanks to its carefully studied technical
design and dynamic look, you can perfectly match the brand new
DASSY® collection with stretch with all D-FX workwear. Result:
even more choice to create the perfect work outfit.

DASSY®

NEXUS
DASSY®

VELOX
DASSY®

MAGNETIC

Go for a work outfit that is tailored to your
needs and perfectly meets your expectations.
Work trousers with or without stretch inserts?
And how well-fitted would you like them to be?
A shirt with cotton or rather 100% polyester?
A sweatshirt with our without hoodie? And
whether you want to wear your midlayer jacket
as an outer layer or you prefer a wind- and
waterproof work jacket … the choice is yours!
Mix D-FX topwear, with work trousers with
stretch inserts and vice versa. You are free to
choose as you please, because we made sure
they will match perfectly.
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SPARTA S3

DASSY®

MIX MODELS

DASSY®

PULSE

DASSY®

XANTUS

DASSY®

VELOX

DASSY®

FUSION

MATCH COLOURS

DYNAX

DASSY®

NOX S3

DASSY®

With their 6 dynamic colours, you can really go all the
way with these two collections: a work outfit in 1 colour?
Or do you prefer to combine? Be original and let your
workwear show your true colours!
Maybe you have already considered to incorporate
your company colours in your work outfit? Great idea!
It does not only increase the visibility of your company,
it also exudes professionalism! Do you have a distinct
company colour and do you dare to wear it? Or would
you rather go for a neutral outfit that will make your
company logo stand out? Or complete your look with a
belt in your company colour? Anything goes!
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DASSY®

minsk

DASSY®

gravity

Extra sturdy winter jacket, compatible with
all DASSY collections (XS-3XL)

Three-layered softshell jacket with membrane
and fleece lining (XS-3XL)

TIP!
The 3D mesh lining of the
DASSY® Hyper creates an
insulation layer between your
skin and the jacket’s fabric.

TIP!

Tough canvas winter jacket with nylon
Cordura® reinforcements (XS-3XL)

Cold weather? Combine your winter jacket with the new DASSY®
Convex midlayer jacket for an additional insulation layer!

DASSY®

AUSTIN
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windproof
waterproof
BREATHABLE

A fail-safe protection against the rain, thanks
to the waterproof fabric and waterproof taped
seams. Since the fabric is also breathable,
transpiration can escape and you can continue
your work comfortably warm and dry at all times.

DASSY®

HYPER
Wind- and waterproof work jacket
with 3D mesh lining(XS-3XL)
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THE BENEFITS OF
TAILORED FOR PAINTERS
The perfect work trousers for painters, plasterers,
decorators,…? It’s much more than just ordinary white
workwear. So DASSY has developed a special painters’
edition of its newest work trousers with stretch. Male and
female professionals wearing white on the job can now
benefit from sturdy workwear with stretch and pockets
specifically tailored to their profession.

DASSY®

VELOX

women

tested by DECOVISION

They compare all findings comprehensively among
themselves as well. Who puts which tools where? The
small zip-up pocket is "perfect for construction keys," one
says. What about the caulking gun? "I simply attach them
to my trousers," someone else states and he gives a small
demonstration. "And the extra loop on the back pocket?",
Elyn asks curiously. The judgment is unanimous: "Remove
it, we won’t use it anyway." This advice is diligently noted.
"We will definitely include this feedback into the design," Elyn
promises.

Leg pocket for painting tools
The team is very enthusiastic about the new leg pocket that
was specifically designed for painting and plastering tools.
“Very practical to stow away all ‘basic tools’. The Cordura®
on the in- and outside of the pocket makes it extra sturdy
and more resistant against sharp objects like a putty knife.
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helix

DASSY®

‘It’s the details that make the difference.’ This is the slogan
from the Bruges painting company Decovision, but it goes
for all DASSY® workwear too. The new DASSY® FLUX
PAINTERS, painter trousers with stretch, multi-pockets and
knee pockets, was tested in-depth by the Decovision team
and they were more than happy to share their feedback with
DASSY product manager Elyn Vanneste.

painters women

Moreover, it also ensures that tools slide more easily in and out of it. You can
really feel that these work trousers are designed for painters and are not just white
trousers”, the team states.

stretch as an added value
What about the stretch? The team is unanimous: “It offers a clear added value in
terms of comfort. Especially the stretch knee pockets are amazing when working on
your knees.”
Finally, we also had a little scoop for the team: 2 topwear items from the new painters collection. “The DASSY® Velox and DASSY® Gravity were a hit! After taking
their picture, I had to see to it that all prototypes were safely returned”, concludes
Elyn laughingly.

Tested by a painter/pro
For specific collections, DASSY cooperates with
specialists in the field, next to the ‘regular’ test team. For
the new painters trousers we asked feedback from no less
than 28 different companies active in painting, carpentry,
plastering, wallpapering, glazing, furniture refurbishing,…
12 of them were selected for prototype testing, leading to
a total of 39 testers from 3 different countries.

DASSY®

gravity
DASSY®

VELOX

DASSY®

FLUX

painters

DASSY®

VELOX

women

The new feminine fit works for every
silhouette, without having to compromise on comfort thanks to the
main fabric with mechanical stretch
and the additional stretch inserts.

FLEX it
female

3x stretch now
for women
In early 2020 the brand new DASSY collection with
stretch will be available for women as well. This new
workwear combines high performance fabrics and triple
stretch with an adapted fit, perfectly tailored to the needs of
the female professional.
However, the new women workwear does not only fit
perfectly, it is also highly comfortable thanks to the stretch
fabrics. These ensure that the nice and tailored fit follows
your every move, without compromising on your freedom of
movement.

FLEX your TEAM
Technology, machinery, logistics, warehouse, security,
decoration, ... In many industries the number of female
employees is only increasing and mixed-gender teams are no
longer an exception.
DASSY®

HELIX

women

Thanks to this new collection, it is even easier to provide a
whole team or company with a uniform, high-quality and wellfitted work outfit that looks great and professional, both for men
and women.
Did you know? The new S3 safety shoe DASSY® Nox is also
available in smaller shoe sizes (as from UK size 3), making it
easier for women to choose the right size.
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THE WORKPLACE AT YOUR FEET
A good safety shoe is not only light, supple and comfortable to
wear, but also provides your feet with the required protection
on any type of floor. Count with DASSY® safety shoes on
superior protection with every step you take.

DASSY®

NOX S3
LOWCUT SAFETY SHOE

Not your average S3 safety shoe. The DASSY® Nox takes it one step further. Rely on superior protection with a comfortable fit and modern
design! Safety characteristics, such as a water-repellent upper and ESD protection are skilfully combined with a modern design. Furthermore,
these safety shoes are extremely comfortable thanks to the thermoformed inlay sole and the flexible upper. Since the DASSY® Nox is available
as of UK size 3, it is also an excellent safety shoe for women.
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LIGHT & FLEXIBLE

ESD protection
Water-REPELLENT

meEt test team member Stijn
Installer/Inspector at Proximus | Official DASSY test team member | Hobbies: car freak /
passionate cyclist | Favourite DASSY workwear: DASSY® Indy & DASSY® Minsk
The DASSY test team is a group of professionals that tests the DASSY workwear on the job, exactly
where it matters most. Result: workwear tested by a pro!

When we meet Stijn for this interview, he is moving a cable distribution
cabinet. Because of the construction of a new building, the ‘old’ cabinet
had to be moved about 3 meters. And that is way more complicated than
it sounds: not only do all connections have to be tested (imagine trying
to call the doctor, but ending up at the butcher ...), but every single cable
has to be transferred and reconnected to the distribution network too.

From cable man to inspector

“The ventilating mesh
inserts are a huge asset,
especially on hot days!”

Highly visible,
yet light and comfortable!
On construction sites, and definitely when working along busy roads, it
is crucial for Stijn to be highly visible. “The light high visibility workwear
of DASSY makes my job so much more comfortable. I'm a huge fan of
the T-shirt with segmented, reflective tape. It stretches better and the
fabric is also very pleasant. The work trousers with ventilating mesh
inserts are nice and airy, which is a huge asset, especially on hot days.
For a lot of tasks you have to wear long trousers and it would be crazy
to switch between shorts and long trousers all the time. 1 airy long pants
offers the best solution! ”

For more than a decade, Stijn worked as a line installer at the
telecommunications company Proximus. The knowledge and skills he
gained during that period, gave him the opportunity to grow his career
and eventually become an inspector. In his current position he visits
and controls the various construction sites. "However, I still like to lend
a hand," says Stijn. "So if everything goes smoothly, you will find me
more often than not ‘in’ rather than ‘next to’ the construction pit,"
he laughs.
The best thing about his job? The variety. “No two
days are alike and you meet a lot of new people.
Moreover, I have the opportunity to see different
construction sites and visit interesting places.
For example, I always think it’s impressive to
work at one of the main distribution centres.
In a large one, there are roughly 12,000
threads. Not something to be taken lightly
when solving a problem or carrying out a
repair. But that makes the challenge all the
more interesting!"

Dedicated tester
Stijn tests DASSY workwear not only at work, but
also off-the-job. Both in his part-time self-employed
activities and when helping friends. “Tomorrow I am
assisting a buddy with concrete paving. It’s safe to say
that I test DASSY workwear in every possible situation. The
DASSY® Minsk, one of my favourites, simply can’t be wrecked.
No matter how hard I try ”, Stijn concludes laughingly.

DASSY®

ODESSA
DASSY®

CARTER

DASSY®

Safety
Work safely. It is a fundamental right of every
professional. DASSY SAFETY offers you the certified
protection you need to minimise the risks you encounter
in your work situation. That way you can focus on the
job. And your workwear keeps you safe.

DASSY®

Malaga
high visibility
softshell jacket
(XS-3XL)

DASSY®

Wayne

DASSY®

Croft

DASSY®

DNA

EXTREMELY IRRESISTIBLE WORKWEAR. Combine superior durability with the extremely hard-wearing and
highly comfortable canvas fabric, extra Cordura® reinforcements and an incredibly good look. Result: extremely
irresistible workwear. As a confident professional, you always opt for durable workwear that allows you to make a
good impression. Because you do not only work professionally, you are a professional. It’s in your DNA. And in
that of your workwear as well.

“The favourite of the
DASSY® TEST TEAM.”
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DASSY®

INDY

The perfect partner on the job. No doubt, the
durable DASSY® Indy sweatshirt will be your new
favourite as well. Wear him wherever, whenever and
give your work outfit that rugged good look.
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DASSY®

CLASSIC

This collection is a classic. Count on a proven track record in terms of quality,
functionality, durability and comfort. Thanks to the comprehensive range and
colour palette you can quickly and easily find the workwear that fits your specific
work situation and company colours. Because your work perfectly meets the
needs of your customers, and your workwear meets yours.
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE DASSY® RANGE
Perfect to create a CLASSIC outfit for your entire team. Choose from:

OVER 50 DIFFERENT ITEMS
Quickly and easily find what you are looking for.
8 DIFFERENT COLOURS
Easily combine tops and bottoms into one professional look.
WORKWEAR FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Select a uniform outfit in no time for you entire team.

Discover the complete collection on www.dassy.eu

DASSY®

Cratos

protect your knees
DID YOU KNOW ... THAT THE KNEE PADS IN
MOST DASSY WORK TROUSERS CAN
BE ADJUSTED IN HEIGHT?
The perfect way to make sure that your knee pads
are at the right height for you!
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DASSY®

MINSK

Waterproof,
windproof
and breathable
fabric

DASSY®

BOSTON

OUR 3 P’s

Pillars for durable DASSY® workwear

People
We genuinely care about the happiness and well-being of all our employees. Both
in our head office in Bruges and in our own production facility in Sri Lanka,
we want everyone to feel good at work. In the first place, that means a safe
working environment, fair working conditions and respect for the
rights of every employee. Besides, we take our commitment a step
further. For instance, at our production facility our employees can also
count on medical care, transport to and from work, healthy meals, etc.

AMFORI BSCI

In accordance with the 11 principles of the amfori BSCI code of conduct
the working circumstances in our entire supply chain are continuously
evaluated and – if necessary – optimised. Which shows good results: we
received an overall A rating for the most recent amfori BSCI audit carried
out at the DASSY production facility. The highest rating possible.

WORK HARD, PLAY HARD

Under the motto "Work hard, play hard" we think it is important to offer
sufficient leisure activities too. We have set up company initiatives and
support the spontaneous initiatives of our employees. For example, in
our production facility there is a debating club, cricket team, dance group,
creative workshops, etc. The staff in Bruges can enjoy the DASSY fitness
room, ping-pong table, yoga sessions, etc.
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PLANET
Next to meeting all applicable environmental
laws and regulations, we extend our
commitment to the environment with continuous
initiatives intended to reduce our environmental
footprint: a strict prevention and recycling policy,
energy-saving measures, a green company car policy,
maritime transport, switch to digital,…

DID YOU KNOW? ... OUR HEAD OFFICE IN BRUGES IS ALMOST COMPLETELY
ENERGY-INDEPENDENT THANKS TO THE SOLAR PANELS ON ITS ROOF
(TOTAL SURFACE = 860 M², EQUALING A CAPACITY OF 148 KILOWATT PEAK (KWP))

PRODUCT
WORKWEAR THAT DOES THE JOB FOR YOU. It’s more than just a
slogan. It’s a mission. That’s how we try to make the job of professionals
safer and more practical and moreover, to help professionals to make
the most out of their job.
We continuously strive to improve our workwear, and we
always opt for high quality materials. Moreover, every piece of
DASSY clothing is thoroughly tested by the members of the
DASSY test team, a group of professionals that judges
the durability, practicality, comfort,… of our workwear
and safety shoes on the job. Result: workwear tested
by a pro!

The Oeko-tex® standards 100 certificate endorses our commitment
and guarantees that no harmful
substances are used in the manufacturing of our clothing.
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BE PART OF OUR STORY & INSPIRE US WITH
YOUR #WEAREDASSY MOMENTS

WWW.DASSY.EU

Professional, handyman, DASSY dealer or partner, rally driver,
obstacle runner or cyclist, fan, employee, old or young, man or
woman, alone or in team …

#WEAREDASSY
You continuously want to make the most out of what you do, with
only one purpose in mind: to deliver a top performance. Amazing and
talented people, relying on DASSY Professional Workwear, while
creating their own success stories.
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© DISCLAIMER EN COPYRIGHT:
The DASSY® name and logo are legally protected. Any use of these or similar signs is strictly prohibited without prior and written consent of DASSY EUROPE
BVBA. All other names or signs appearing in this publication are for identification purposes of the DASSY® models or DASSY® collections and are therefore always
subordinate to the brand itself.
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The content of this publication is also protected by copyright. Any copy or reproduction is prohibited without prior and written consent by DASSY®. DASSY® pursues a
continuous product development and reserves the right to change the collection, technical specifications or designs at all times and without prior notification. DASSY®
will not be held responsible for printing errors. Product colours and details may differ slightly from the originals.

